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ABSTRACT
One recent promising direction in reducing costs of mutation anal-
ysis is to identify redundant mutations. We propose a technique to
discover redundant mutations by proving subsumption relations
among method-level mutation operators using weak mutation test-
ing. We conceive and encode a theory of subsumption relations
in Z3 for 40 mutation targets (mutations of an expression or state-
ment). Then we prove a number of subsumption relations using
the Z3 theorem prover, and reduce the number of mutations in a
number of mutation targets. MuJava-M includes some subsump-
tion relations in MuJava. We apply MuJava and MuJava-M to 187
classes of 17 projects. Our approach correctly discards mutations
in 74.97% of the cases, and reduces the number of mutations by
72.52%.
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1 RESEARCH PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
Mutation analysis is a popular technique to assess quality of test
suites [4, 17, 20]. Usually, the costs of using mutation analysis are
high, mainly due to the high number of generated mutants and the
high computing time to execute the test suite against each mutant.
However, some mutants are redundant, that is, they may not be
necessary for the effectiveness of mutation analysis and thus we
may discard them [19]. We may speed up execution time using
multi-execution, parallel execution, and so on. But reducing cost
is still important. Redundant mutants do not contribute to the test
assessment process because they are killed when other mutants are
also killed [12, 19]. Ammann et al. [1] empirically identified that a
number of the generated mutants are redundant. Also, Papadakis et
al. [21] identified that such redundant mutants inflate the mutation
score and that a number of recent research papers are vulnerable
to threats to validity due to the effect of these mutants.
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Kaminski et al. [11] manually constructed subsumption hierarchies
with the support of truth tables produced by the outcomes of mu-
tants associated with the Relational Operator Replacement (ROR)
mutation operator. This operator generates seven different mu-
tations, but Kaminski et al. identified that only three mutations
are sufficient to cover all input domains, yielding a reduction of
57% of redundant mutants. Just et al. [10] expanded this idea with
two more mutation operators. Both works use truth tables to infer
logical relationships across the operations. Although the idea is
promising, we cannot apply it for non-logical operators. Marcozzi et
al. [15] propose a technique to prune out infeasible and redundant
objectives, by proving the validity of logical assertions in the code
under test. However, their approach becomes particularly costly
when applied on the largest programs with the most meticulous
criteria. Guimarães et al. [7] propose an approach to yield dynamic
subsumption relations among method-level mutations by using
automatic test suite generators [5, 18] in the context of strong mu-
tation testing. However, the approach is time consuming since it
needs to generate mutants, compile them, generate test suites, and
execute them.

3 APPROACH
We propose an approach consisting of six steps to discover sub-
sumption relations among method-level mutations using theorem
proving in the context of weak mutation testing [8]. We encode a
theory of subsumption relations in Z3 and use its theorem prover [3]
to automatically identify redundant mutations. We use the latest
version of Z3 after fixing the bugs found [22]. We consider most
of the method-level mutation operators available in the MuJava
tool [14], which are First Order Mutations (FOMs). We also encode
and prove subsumption relations among Higher Order Mutations
(HOMs), which are created by combining FOMs, using our approach.
It is important to notice that the costs of creating HOMs are also
high, since the large number of possible fault combinations creates
a set of candidate combinations that is exponentially large [9].

For the integer expression lexp == rexp, we simplify it to x
== y and declare x and y as integer variables in the Z3 Python
API (Step 1) as shown in Listing 1. Then, in Step 2, we specify
the program and in Step 3 we create all possible mutations of all
possible mutation operators for our target. Notice that, for the lexp
== rexp mutation target, we can apply two mutation operators,
ROR and COI (see Table 1), and generate eight FOMs: ROR ! =, ROR
>, ROR >=, ROR <, ROR <=, ROR true, ROR false, and COI !(==).
Moreover, combining ROR and COI we can generate seven HOMs:
COI ROR !(! =), COI ROR !(>), COI ROR !(>=), COI ROR !(<),
COI ROR !(<=), COI ROR !(true), COI ROR !(false).

Before identifying subsumption relations, we have to call the
removeEquivalentMutants function in Step 4. If we find an equiv-
alent mutant, we have to remove it from our analysis. Otherwise
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Table 1: It presents theminimal set of mutations for 10 out of 40 targets identified in our approach, and the size of theminimal
set of mutations compared to the original one. OP1: select CDL, ODL, or VDL. The mutations in red are HOMs.

Mutation Target Mutation Operators Minimal Set Size

lexp ˆ rexp (bool) COR (4), ROR (2), COI (3), VDL (2), CDL (2), ODL (2) COR(false), COR(| |) 13.3%
lexp && rexp COR (4), ROR (2), COI (3), VDL (2), CDL (2), ODL (2) OP1(lexp), OP1(rexp), ROR(==), COR(false) 26.7%
lexp || rexp COR (4), ROR (2), COI (3), VDL (2), CDL (2), ODL (2) OP1(lexp), OP1(rexp), ROR(!=), COR( ˆ ), COR(true) 33.3%
lexp == rexp (bool) ROR (1), COI (3), VDL (2), CDL (2), ODL (2) OP1(lexp), OP1(rexp) 20%
lexp != rexp (bool) ROR (1), COI (3), VDL (2), CDL (2), ODL (2) OP1(lexp), OP1(rexp) 20%
++exp AORS (1), AODS (1), LOI (1), ODL (1), LOI AORS (1), LOI AODS (1), LOI ODL (1) LOI AODS(~exp) 14.3%
exp++ AORS (1), AODS (1), LOI (1), ODL (1) LOI(~exp) 25%
--exp AORS (1), AODS (1), LOI (1), ODL (1) AODS(exp), LOI(~exp) 50%
lexp == rexp ROR (7), COI (1), ROR COI (7) ROR(false), ROR(>=), ROR(<=) 20.0%
lexp != rexp ROR (7), COI (1), ROR COI (7) ROR(<), ROR(true), ROR(>) 20.0%

an equivalent mutant will dominate all other mutants since it is
impossible to kill it. We find equivalent mutants in some targets.
For instance, consider the expmutation target, an unary expression.
Some mutants (exp++, and exp−−) are equivalent to the program
exp in our encoding using weak mutation testing.

Listing 1: Subsumption Relations for lexp == rexp target.
# S tep 1
x = I n t ( ' x ' )
y = I n t ( ' y ' )
conds = True
# S tep 2
p = x==y
# S tep 3
muts = [ x != y , x>y , x>=y , . . . , F a l s e , True ]
# S t ep 4
muts = removeEqu iva l en tMutan t s ( p , muts )
# S t ep 5
muts = compareAl lMuts ( p , muts , conds )
# S t ep 6
i d en t i f yRedundan tMu t an t s ( muts )
To identify all subsumption relations in Step 5, we have to call

the compareAllMuts function passing p and muts as parameters.
For the lexp == rexpmutation target, our results indicate that we
only need to use the following mutations: ROR <=, ROR >=, ROR
false, COI ROR !(>), COI ROR !(<), COI ROR !(true). These
mutations dominate the others. It is important to mention that ODL
exp, and VDL exp or CDL exp yield syntactic equivalent mutants
when we are dealing with variables or constants. We only need to
select one of them.

We can reduce even more the number of mutations by checking
whether there are some dominant mutants that are redundant to
other ones in the subsuming mutants set in Step 6. We can check
it by calling the identifyRedundantMutants function passing all
dominant mutants identified in Step 5. For the lexp == rexp mu-
tation target, the following mutations are redundants: ROR false
and COI ROR !(true), ROR >= and COI ROR !(<), ROR <= and
COI ROR !(>). Since they are redundant, we can select one of each
redundant mutation, instead of selecting all of them. As FOMs are
simpler than HOMs, we selected the FOMs instead of the HOMs.
Hence, for the lexp == rexp mutation target, the subsuming mu-
tations set contains only three mutations: ROR false, ROR >=, and

ROR <=, which represents a reduction of 80% of the mutations for
this target. Notice that, for some targets, the minimal mutations set
is composed only by HOMs, as for the ++exp mutation target (see
Table 1).

4 EVALUATION
Weak mutation testing [8] is a modification to mutation testing that
is computationally more efficient, and can be applied in a manner
that is almost as effective as mutation testing [16]. However, Lind-
ström and Márki [13] find that the subsumption relations for ROR
identified using weak mutation testing do not hold for strong muta-
tion testing. We evaluate our subsumption relations in the context
of strong mutation testing. MuJava-M includes some subsumption
relations in MuJava [7]. We applied MuJava and MuJava-M to 17
large real open source projects. We analyzed 1,571 occurrences of
mutation targets in 187 classes.MuJava generated 7,344 mutants
and MuJava-M generated 2,018 mutants. We use EvosuiteR, a spe-
cialization of Evosuite [5], to generate the minimal test sets. Our
approach achieves an effectiveness of 74.97% and a reduction rate
of 72.52%.

Gopinath et al. [6] find that none of the mutation reduction
strategies evaluated produced an effectiveness advantage larger
than 5% in comparison with random sampling. We compared our
approach with random sampling. The random sampling approach
yields an average effectiveness of 75% in correctly identifying the
baseline minimal set of mutants when it uses a reduction rate of
40%. Our approach presented yields an effectiveness of 74.97% when
it uses a reduction rate of 72.52%.

5 CONCLUSION
We automatically identify and prove, in few seconds, a number of
subsumption relations using Z3, and reduce the number of muta-
tions in a number of mutation targets. We useMuJava andMuJava-
M [7] in 187 classes of 17 real projects. Our approach achieves an
effectiveness of 74.97% and a reduction rate of 72.52%. We achieve
a good cost-benefit ratio between the effort required to derive the
mutation subsumption relations and the effectiveness for the tar-
gets considered in our evaluation in the context of strong mutation
testing. All artifacts are available [2].
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